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Subtitles Viewer great news for expats and the hearing impaired
Published on 06/30/14
Interactive Coconut announces Subtitles Viewer 1.1, an update to their movie utility for
iOS. Subtitles Viewer allows the user to download subtitles/captions and then view them on
their iOS device synchronized with television or movies on their TV, or at the cinema. The
free app make use of the vast database of subtitles at OpenSubtitles, with subtitles
available for downloading in over 20 languages. Version 1.1 introduces more languages and
the ability to adjust text size in the player.
Melbourne, Australia - Interactive Coconut is proud to announce the release of Subtitles
Viewer 1.1, an update to their movie utility for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. Ever been to
the movies in a foreign country and it's dubbed in the local language? Frustrating! Or how
about the hearing impaired? A cinema experience can be impossible when no captioning is
available. Subtitles Viewer works to solve this problem.
The app allows the user to download subtitles/captions and then view them on their iOS
device synchronized with television or movies on their TV, or at the cinema. The free app
make use of the vast database of subtitles at OpenSubtitles.org, with subtitles available
for downloading in over 20 languages.
Subtitles Viewer is ideal for a number of situations, for example:
* Travelling/living abroad - the cinema has audio in another language, and there are no
subtitles
* The hearing impaired can enjoy going to the cinema
* Resolving arguments at home about which language the subtitles should be in
"I'm always really pleased to see an app that serves the handicapped, and Subtitles Viewer
makes a strong contribution to this category of iOS owner." commented Mel Martin of TUAW.
"It's also useful for people struggling with a new language and want to view movies and TV
in their native language."
Version 1.1 of Subtitles Viewer introduced more languages and the ability to adjust text
size in the player.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.1 or later
* 9.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Subtitles Viewer 1.1 is Free to download and available worldwide exclusively through the
App Store in the Utilities category. The user can download 5 subtitles for free, with an
in-app purchase required for unlimited subtitles (1.99 USD or equivalent in local
currency). Since its launch, the app has generated multiple 5-star reviews from impressed
users who have commented that it is a "great idea," "awesome" and "really useful."
Interactive Coconut:
http://www.interactivecoconut.com
Subtitles Viewer 1.1:
http://www.subtitlesviewer.com
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/subtitles-viewer!/id877811411
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YouTube Video (Demo):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgasEfScR5c
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/ae/ec/4a/aeec4a14-9352-8ec6-8046-2cb0198c2dd4/sc
reen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
https://s4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple2/v4/56/8d/32/568d320f-1eaa-720a-3168-2180c9e066c0/i
con170x170.png

Located in Melbourne, Australia, Interactive Coconut is a new independent app developer in
the App Store. Owner Craig Grummitt has been a member of interactive landscape for over 15
years. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2014 Interactive Coconut. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
###
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info@interactivecoconut.com
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